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A COMPLETE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE 
LEVEL SPACES OF R (I) AND I (I) 

R. LOWEN 

ABSTRACT. By means of 7Vmodifications we are able to pre
cisely describe all level spaces of R (/) and / (/) and to show that 
there are only 3 nonhomeomorphic level spaces of R (/) and only 4 
nonhomeomorphic level spaces of / (/). A large list of a-properties 
of both R(7) and / ( / ) is deduced, and an open problem with regard 
to a-compactness is solved. 

1. Preliminaries. I denotes the unit interval and li = [0, 1[. If X is a to
pological space and x e X we denote its neighborhoodfilter J/"{x). 

We recall that a topological space is called hyperconnected (resp. ultra-
connected) if no disjoint open (resp. closed) sets exist [12]. 

If & is a filterbase then the generated filter is denoted [&]. If (X, A) 
is a fuzzy topological space then for any a e I\ the a-level space, denoted 
ca(X), is the topological space (X, ca(A)) where ca{A) = {[T1] a, 1] | fi 
G A) (see [5], [6]). We use the simplified version of R (/) and / (/) 
introduced in [7]. That means that throughout this paper R (/) is the set 
of all non-increasing left continuous maps from R to / with supremum 
equal 1 and infimum equal 0. 

The fuzzy topology considered on this set is determined by the subbasis 
{Lx, Ry I x, J / G R } where Lx and Ry are defined as 

LX{X) = 1 - A(x) 

Ry{X) = X(y + ) 

for any X e R (L). 
We also recall that / (/) is the subspace of R (/) defined by ju e I (I) 

if and only if //(0) = 1 and ju(t) = 0 for all t > 1. For more information 
on these spaces see [1], [2], [3], [7], [9] and [10]. In [10] the numbers 
a(ß, a), b(ju, a), a*(ju, a), b*(fx, a) for any / Ì G R ( J ) and a e I were in
troduced. In [7] we showed the following proposition which we require 
in the sequel. 

PROPOSITION 1.1. For any fi e R (/) and a e I 

(i) a(ß, a) = inf //_1[0, 1 - a[9 
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(ii) b(fi, a) = sup ja~l]a, 1], 
(iii) a*(/i, a) = inf /z-1[0, 1 - a ] , 
(iv) Z?*(/i, a) = sup / r 1 !« , 1], 
(v) a*(fi, a) = £(/*, 1 - a), 

(vi) Z?*(/z, a) = tf(/i, 1 - a). 

We also recall that R (/) contains a subspace homeomorphic to R, 
namely {Xx \ x e R} where lx = l]-«,,*], and that we shall denote this 
subspace also by R. 

Finally, the reader who knows our previous papers, will know that in 
our opinion the fuzzy topology of R (I) must be saturated for the constant 
maps, i.e., to the subbasis given higher up the constants must be added 
(see also [11]). However since for the consideration of this paper the 
choice one makes with regard to the constants is totally irrelevant we leave 
it up to reader to interpret the results in whichever framework he chooses. 

2. T0-modifications. As far back as 1936 M.H. Stone [13] showed that 
each topological space can be modified into a Jo-space by a suitable 
identification of points. This simple technique turns out to be especially 
useful in describing the level topologies of R(7) and 1(1). For any to
pological space X let R denote the equivalence relation defined by, xRy 
if and only if {x} = {y}. Put X° = X\R the quotient topological space and 
cjj: X -» X° the quotient map. X° is called the 7^-modification ofX. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. For any topological space X the following properties 
hold 

(1) xRy if and only if JT(x) = JT(y\ 
(2) X° is a T0-space, 
(3) <p induces a lattice isomorphism between the open sets in X and the 

open sets in X°, 
(4) Each open (resp. closed) subset of X is saturated, 
(5) X has the weak topology for the pair (X°, (fi), 
(6) If K c X {resp. H c= X°) then K (resp. H) is compact if and only 

if</r(K) (resp. (Jj~l(H)) is compact, 
(7) (j) is an open proper map, 
(8) X° is densely embedded in X, 
(9) X<> is C-embedded in X, 

(10) If Y is a To'Space andf: X -> Y is a continuous map then fis con-
stant on equivalence classes. 

PROOF. (1). This is clear. 
(2) and (3). These were shown in [13]. 
(4). For open sets this follows from (1) and for closed sets from the 

fact that the complement of a saturated set is saturated. 
(5) and (6). These follow by easy verification using (4). 
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(7). That (ft is continuous follows by definition, that it is open and closed 
was shown in [14] and that it has compact fibers is but a special case of (6). 

(8), (9) and (10). These were shown in [15]. 

In the sequel we shall often use the r0-modification of specific topologi
cal spaces. Since we are interested in the properties of the original space 
and not of its 7Vm°dification w e want to know which propreties are 
T^preserved(i.e., if X has the property then so does X°) and-or inversely 
T0-preserved (i.e., if X° has the property then so does X). We shall call a 
topological property which is both TVpreserved and inversely To-pre
served for any space X a T0-property. 

The following proposition makes no attempt at exhaustiveness but is 
restricted to those properties, the knowledge of which as to whether 
they are TVproperties or not we shall use later on. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. In the following enumeration only T0 fails to be a 
TQ~property. {T0, regular, normal, paracompact, compact, pseudocompact, 
a-compact, locally compact, 2nd countable, 2nd category, Baire, path con
nected, locally path connected, hyper connected, ultraconnected). 

PROOF. [TQ] Let X be a completely regular space which is not T0 then X° 
is completely regular and T2. 

[Regular, 2nd countable] Both are already preserved by proper maps [8]. 
That they are inversely r0-preserved follows by use of Proposition 2.1 (4) 
and (7). 

[Normal, paracompact] From Proposition 2.1 (4) and (7). 
[Compact] This is a special case of Proposition 2.1 (6). 
[Pseudocompact] To show it is inversely To-preserved remark that if/: 

X -> R is continuous then from Proposition 2.1 (10) there exists a con
tinuous factorization g: X° -+ R which is thus bounded. The boundedness 
of/follows. 

[^-compact, locally compact] From Proposition 2.1 (4), (6) and (7). 
[2nd category, Baire] From Proposition 2.1 (4) and (7) and the fact that 

for (p the image and preimage of dense sets is dense. 
[Pathwise connected] To show the property is inversely r0-preserved let 

x,yeX. If (jj{x) = cj)(y) then / : / -* X,/| [0>1/2[= x,f\L1/2fll = y is a path 
connecting x and y. If </>(x) # cj>(y) let cp : I -» X° be a path connecting 
(Jj(x) and (j)(y). From the surjectivity of cjj there exists a factorization 
0: I -+ X which moreover can be chosen such that 6(0) = x and 0(1) = 
y. Continuity of 0 follows from the fact that X carries the weak topology. 

[Locally pathwise connected] Analogous and by use of Proposition 
2.1 (7). 

[Hyperconnected, ultraconnected] Immediate from Proposition 2.1 (4) 
and (7). 
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3. Characterization of the level spaces of R (I) and I (I). Actually this 
entire chapter is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.1. In the process of 
doing so however we shall discover what the level spaces of R (/) and 
/ (/), or rather their To-modifications, precisely look like. 

THEOREM 3.1. There are only 3 non-homeomorphic level spaces ofR (I) 
and only 4 non-homeomorphic level spaces of 1(1). More precisely 
(1) ca(R(I)) is homeomorphic to cß(R(I)) if and only if (a, ß) e {O}2 U 

]0, 1/2F U [1/2, 1[2. 
(2) ca(I(I)) is homeomorphic to cß(I(I)) if and only if (a, ß) e {O}2 U ]0, 

l/2[2 U {1/2}2 U ]l/2, 1[2 

The proof of Theorem 3.1 shall be divided in three parts. In the first 
part we prove the if-statements of both (1) and (2) for pairs (a, ß) e 
]0, l/2[2 U ]l/2, 1[2. 

Actually this will be shown in Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 where 
it is proved that in those cases very natural homeomorphisms can be 
constructed. 

(The if statements in (1) for (a, j8) e {0}2 and in (2) for (a, ß) e {O}2 U 
{1/2}2 obviously require no proof). 

In the second part we deduce the only if part in (1) for pairs (a, ß) e 
{O}2 U ]0, l/2[2 U ]l/2, 1[2 and in (2) for pairs (a, /3)e]0, l/2[2 U ]l/2, 
1[2. This will be a consequence of Theorem 3.5, a To-modified version of 
Theorem 3.1 itself. 

In the third and final part of the proof we settle the status of the three 
remaining level spaces £1/2(R(/)), CQ(I(I)) and Ci/2(I(I)). This part of the 
proof will be based on Theorems 3.5 and 3.6. 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. (first part) 

THEOREM 3.2. For any pair (a, j3) e]0, l/2[2 U ]l/2, l[2 let dßa: I -* / 
be an order isomorphism fulfilling dßa(a) = ß and dßa(l — a) — 1 — ß. 
Then the map 

fßa:ca(R(I))->cß(R(I)):v->eßaofi 

is a homeomorphism and order isomorphism. 

REMARK. AS an example of such maps dßa for (a, ß) e ]0, l/2[2 we have 
for instance 

MO = 

( A / 0 ^ t ^ a 
a 
1 ~ ^ (t - a) + ß a g ^ l - a 

A r + l - i S 1 - a ^ / g l 
I a 

and for (a, j8)e]l/2, 1[2 by letting 6ßa'-= Oa-pa-a)-
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PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2. Since dßa is an order isomorphism it is clear 
that also fßa is an order isomorphism. To show fßa is continuous one 
verifies that for any x e R 

fß-\L^] ß, 1]) = L-i] a, 1] 

and analogously 

That fßa is open follows from the bijectiveness of fßa and from the two 
previous equalities. 

COROLLARY 3.3. For any pair (a, ß) e ]0, l/2[2 (J ]l/2, 1[2 the map 

fßa:Ca(I(I))-+Cß(I(I))--V->Oßaofi 

is a homeomorphism and order isomorphism. 

PROOF. Since/(/) is a subspace of R (/) it is clear that all that needs to be 
shown is that fßJJ(I)) = /(/). This however is trivial since the only condi
tion on the elements ju of /(/) is that ju(0) = 1 and ju(t) = 0 if / > 1 and 
since for any pair (a, ß) we have dßa(0) = 0 and dßa{\) = 1. 

It is clear that the cases a = 0, ß ^ 0; a = 1/2, ß ^ 1/2, a < 1/2 < ß 
or vice versa can not be treated in this way. There does not exist an order 
isomorphism d on I fulfilling 6(a) = ß and 6(1 — a) = 1 — ß for any 
of those pairs (a, ß). 

To overcome this difficulty we first look at the T^-modification of all 
the level spaces in question. 

It will turn out that for these T^-modifications we can more easily 
prove a modified version of Theorem 3.1. 

The reason for this being that they can be characterised as subsets of an 
extended plane with the product topology of two well known topologies. 

Consider o n R U {— °o) x R U{°o}the product topology of respec
tively the left order topology 

{[— oo, x[ | x e R ) 

on the first factor and the right order topology 

{]*, + oo] | x e R} 

on the second factor. 
Next define the following 5 subspaces, each equipped with the sub-

space topology 

P* ••= {(a, b) e R x R | a ^ b) \ { ( - oo, - oo), (oo, oo)}, 

Pu := {(a9 b) € R x R | a g 6}, 

P1 := {(a, b) e R x R | b ^ a}, 
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Du := Puf)(IX I) 
D, := P, H (/ X / ) . 

Then let Pa denote P* if a = 0, Pu if a e ]0, l/2[, Pi if a e [1/2, 1[ and 
let / ) a denote Du if a e [0, l/2[ and Dx if a G [1/2, 1[. 

It is our intention first of all now to prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3.4. For any a e I 

(1) ca(R(I))° is homeomorphic to Pa 

(2) ca(I(I))° is homeomorphic to Da. 

The proof of this theorem is based on a number of lemmas. 

LEMMA 3.4.1. For any a e / b i « e R (I) and xeR 
(1) a < Lx(fj) if and only ifa(/u9 a) < x, 
(2) a < RX(JLI) if and only if x < b(ju9 a). 

PROOF. (1) If a < Lx(p) then by left continuity of ju and using Pro
position 1.1 it follows there exists ö > 0 such that a(ju9 a) ^ x — ö < x. 
Conversely if a(ju9 a) = inf /i_1[0, 1 -a[ < x then clearly fi(x) < 1 - a. 

(2) a < Rx(jit) o l z, x < z such that a < /u(z)o [Tl]a9 1] fl ]x9 4- oo[ 
^ 0 . Since ] -oo , b(ju9 a)[ a ^_ 1]a, 1] <= ] -oo , b(ju9 a)] equivalence 
with x < b(fi9 a) follows. 

LEMMA 3.4.2. For any a e Ix let Ra(resp. R'a) denote the qeuivalence rela
tion associated with 7^-modification in ca(R(I)) (resp. ca(I(I))). Then for 
any //, l e R(I) (resp. / / J e /(/)) we have [i Ra A (resp. /j, R'a X) if and only if 
both a((jL, a) = a(X, a) and b(/u9 a) = b(X9 a). 

PROOF. We only comment upon the case of R(7), the one of / ( / ) being 
perfectly analogous. 

Since a basis for the open sets in ca(R (I)) is given by {(Lx A ^y)
_1]a:, 

1] | jc, j e R } it follows from Lemma 3.4.1 that for any ft e R (I) its 
neighborhoodfilter in ca(R (/)) is given by 

JTJjJi) = [{(£, A Ry)-1]^ 1] | a(/x9 a) < x9y < b(ft9 a)}] 

The lemma now is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 (1). 

LEMMA 3.4.3. For any a e I\ (Jja (resp. <^) defined as follows 

(pa: R(I) -• Pa: fi -* (a(ju9 a)9 b(ju9 a)) 
(resp. <p'a: 1(1) -• Da: /u -• (a(fi9 a)9 b(fi9 a))) 

is a well defined surjective map. 

PROOF. Again we give the proof only for the case R (I). That for any 
JLL e R(/) we have a(ju9 a) ^ b(fi, a) if a e [0, l/2[ and b(p,9 a) ^ a(/u9 a) 
if a e [1/2, 1[ the reader can verify himself using Proposition 1.1. 

Furthermore if a = 0 and a9 beR then for instance <J>Q(/LL) = (— OO, 
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b) for /Lt(x) = (1 - ex~b) v 0, </>0(/u) = (a, + oo) for ju(x) = (1 - ea~x) v 
0 and (jj^ifi) = ( -oo , +oo) for fi(x) = (l/ic) (nß - arc tg x). 

Next for any a e [0, l/2[ and a ,ÄeR such that a ^ b (fio(/a) = (a, b) for 
fi = l]-oo,ö] V (1/2) l]ß,w and analogously for a G [1/2, l[ and Z> ^ a. That 
for a = 0 neither (— oo, — oo) nor (oo, oo) can occur is evident since for 
all fi e R (I), sup p, — 1 and inf ft = 0. And finally for the same reason 
for any a G] 0, l/2[ no points with either coordinates ± oo can occur. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4. We again comment only upon the case R (/), 
leaving /(/) to the reader. Consider the following diagram 

ca(R(I)) & >;a(R(/))0 

Pa 

where <pa is the quotientmap and j a is the unique factorization. That j a 

is a bijection follows from the fact that (])a is onto and from Lemma 3.4.2. 
To showya is continuous it suffices to show that cjja is continuous which 
follows from Lemma 3.4.1. And analogously to showya is open it suffices 
to show (pa is open (recall that open sets in ca(R (/)) are saturated !) which 
also follows from Lemma 3.4.1. 

REMARK. In the sequel, whenever convenient, we shall not differentiate 
between ;a(R(/))° (resp. *a(/(/))°) and Pa(resp. Da) for any a e Ih 

THEOREM 3:5. (^-MODIFICATION OF THEOREM 3.1.) There are only 3 
nonhomeomorphic 7^-modifications of level spaces of R(7) and only 2 
nonhomeomorphic 7^-modifications of level spaces of 1(1). More precisely 
(1) ;a(R C0)° " homeomorphic to cß(R(I))° if and only if (a, ß) e {O}2 U 

]0, 1/2P U [1/2, 1[2 

(2) ca(I(I))° is homeomorphic to cß(I(I))° if and only if (a, ß) e [0, l/2[2 U 
[1/2, 1[2. 

PROOF. The if part of both (1) and (2) is precisely the result of Theorem 
3.4. 

To show the only if part it is obviously sufficient to prove that none 
of the spaces P*9 Pu and Px are homeomorphic to each other and that 
Du and Dx are not homeomorphic. 

Although there are simple reasons proving these assertments directly 
we prefer to refer the reader to the results of chapter 4 from which they 
follow in an evident way. 

4>a 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. (second part) 
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Consider the following classes 

^ R 

C/?1 . 

&?3 . 
VR 

<e\-

< & • • 

<#}--

<eS • 

= {c0(R (/))}, 

= {ca(R(I))\ae]ß, 

= {ca(R(I))\ae]± 

= {<«(/(/))}, 

= { a / ( / ) ) l « 6 ] 0 , j 

= {o/2(/(/))}, 

= W / ( / ) ) l « e ] I 

iih 
, 1[ }, 

- [} . 

![}• 

Then for all non-singleton classes we already know, from Theorem 3.2 
and Corollary 3.3, that all spaces within one class are homeomorphic to 
one another while for the singleton classes this is evident. 

From Theorem 3.5 we now further deduce that no space of ^ R is home
omorphic to a space of <gR for / ^ j and that no space of tfj is homeomor
phic to a space of <€\. 

The third and final part of the proof of Theorem 3.1 will consist in 
showing that £1/2(R(Y)) can be added to the class < R̂, i.e., is homeomorphic 
to any space in #R , and that Co(I(I)) and Ci/2(I(I)) both are in a class of 
their own, i.e., are homeomorphic to no other level space of 1(1). To be 
able to show this we need the following result. 

THEOREM 3.6. Let X and Y be arbitrary topological spaces and let <px: 
X -• X° and <pY'- Y -+ Y° be the quotient maps onto their respective T0-
modifications. Then X and Y are homeomorphic if and only if there exists 
a homeomorphism f: X° -> y° such that for all x° e A"0. 

(H) Card <p?(xO) = Card p? W O ) . 

PROOF. TO show the if part, for all x° e X let 

Fxo: (pxKxO) - 0 F W » 

be a bijection and define 

F:X-> Y: x - FPxM(x). 

Clearly F is a bijection. To show it is continuous it suffices to verify that 
for any G a y open (PX^Ì/'KVYÌG))) = F'^G) and to show it is open it 
suffices to verify that for any G <=. X open <PY\A$X(G))) = F(G). This we 
leave to the reader. To show the only if part consider the diagram where 
F is a homeomorphism. 
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From Proposition 2.1 (10) it follows that <pY°F is constant on classes 
which combined with the surjectivity of <px proves there exists a unique 
factorization f: X -+ Y. 

To show/is surjective let y0 G Y°9 choose y G cpyKy0) and x e X such that 
F(x)=y. T h e n / ( ^ W ) = J>°. 

To show / is injective let w°, v° G X° such that/(w°) = /(v°) and choose 
u G cpxKu0), v G (pxKv0) then (pyF(u) = cpYF(v). Now since, again from 
Proposition 2.1 (10), also <px ° F~l is constant on classes we have 
ifi = <pxo F-l(F(u)) = <px o F^iFiv)) = v°. 

The continuity of / now follows from the continuity of cpY ° F and the 
continuity of/ - 1 from that of <px o F~l. 

To show that / fulfills condition (H) it suffices to remark that for any 
x° G X° we have 

^ - W ( / ( * 0 ) ) ) = <Pxl »/-'(Ax0)) = cpxK*0)-

Proof of Theorem 3.1. (final part) 

(A) £i/2(R (/)) is homeomorphic to ca(R(I))for any a G [1/2, 1[ 

This will follow from Theorem 3.5 and 3.6 if we can prove that there 
exists a homeomorphism/: PV2 -* Pa which fulfills condition (H). Actual
ly we can prove a lot more. Namely we can show that any such homeo
morphism fulfills condition (H). This indeed follows from the following. 

ASSERTION. V a G[1/2, 1[, V (a, b) e Pa. Card fc^a, b) = Card R(I) 

Indeed ^ is clear. To show the other inequality it suffices to verify that 
for all (a, b) e Pa 

R(/) - « * , b) 

defined by 

Ä (*,*)(//)(*) = 

"(a 

(Ì 

JL 
2 

x S b 

b < x < a 

{(^^) p(Kx - a)) a<x 

for any fie R(7), is welldefined and injective. This we leave to the reader. 
Consequently for any homeomorphism / : P1/2 -» Pa and any (a, b) G 
PV2 we have 
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card fc^a, b) = card R(/) = Card fc\f(a, b)\ 

thus (H) is fulfilled, and (A) is proved. 

(B) Co(I(I)) is not homeomorphic to any ca(I(I)) a G ]0, 1[. 

From Theorem 3.5 it follows that it suffices to show this for a G]0, 
l/2[. Again by use of Theorem 3.6, this follows from the 

ASSERTION. 

(1) V a e] 0, l/2[, V(fl, b) G Da: Card <j>-\a, b) = Card /(/), 
(2) V a G / : Card <fc\a9 a) = 1. 

To show (1) it is obviously again sufficient to prove ^ . For any (0, b) 
G Da define A(M) : /(/) -> 0;i(fl, i ) by 

(i) in case a < b 

(1 x ^ a 

h(o,b)(v) (x) i-(2a + 1) + i - ( l -2a)ju(^-a a < x < b 
4 

[0 b < x, 
(ii) in case # = b < 1 

1 x < a 

A(«,»(/0 (*) = S "KTHT) a < x < 1 

[0 1 < x, 
(iii) in case a = b = 1 

(1 * ^ 0 
A<«.«0<) (*) = j (1 - a) + ocfi(x) 0 < x ^ 1 

[O 1 < x 

We again leave it to the reader to verify that, for any choice (a, b) G Da9 

h(a,b) is weU defined and injective which then proves the other inequality. 
To show (2) the reader can also very easily convince himself of the fact 

that for any ae I <pQl(a, a) = {Xa}. Thus it is clear that no map for no 
aG]0, l/2[, let alone a homeomorphism, can exist between D0 and Da 

which fulfills condition (H). It follows that (B) is proved. 

(C) Ci/2(I(I)) is not homeomorphic to any ca(I(I)) a G [0, l[\{l/2}. 

From Theorem 3.5 it again follows that it is sufficient to show this for 
a G ] 1/2, 1[. As in (B) this follows from Theorem 3.6 and the 

ASSERTION. 

(1) Voce ]l/2, 1[, V(ûf, b) G Da: Card <j,-\a, b) = Card /(/) , 
(2) Card # $ 1 , 0 ) = 1-

To show (1) it again sufficies to prove ^ which as in (B) follows from 
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the fact that for any (a, b) e Da A(flfW : /(/) -> (Jj~\a, b\ as defined further 
on, is welldefined and injective. This verification too is left to the reader, 

(i) in case b < a 
[1 xS b 

*<.,*>00 (x) = j 0 - «) + (2a - 1) ^ ^ | ) * < * è a 
0 

(ii) in case 0 < a = b 
(1 

a < x, 

x ^ 0 

A(Ä.«(/i) (*) = j y ( 1 + a) + y(1 "* a) ^{T) 0<x^a 

[0 a < x, 
(iii) in case 0 = a = b 

A(a,«G") (*) ={ (̂ T̂ V** 
1 x ^ 0 

0 < x ^ 1 

[0 1 < x. 
To show (2) the reader is asked, finally, to verify that $[^(1, 0) = { 0̂} 
where ^0 is defined by 

r i 

/A)W 

x ^ 0 

0 < JC ^ 1 

1 < jc 

As in (B) this shows that no map fulfilling (H) can exist between D1/2 

and Da for any a e ] l / 2 , 1[, and (C) is proved. This ends the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 

4. a-Properties of R (I) and I (I) 

NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY. The first property for fuzzy topological spaces 
which was called an a-property was that of a-compactness introduced 
by T.E. Gantner, R.C. Steinlage and R.H. Warren in [1]. Later it was 
shown by the author in [5] that this concept was equivalent to the com
pactness (in the ordinary sense) of the a-level space of the fuzzy topologi
cal space in question. Still later in [10] S.E. Rodabaugh introduced a 
notion, called a-Hausdorffness, as follows: (X, A) is a-Hausdorff if for all 
x ^ y e X, there exist ^ v e j such that ju(x) A v{y) > a and / i A y = 0 . 
This notion thus actually involves two levels, containment of x and y in 
fi and v respectively at a-level and empty intersection of ja and v at 0-
level. We would like to suggest that such a notion might better be called (a, 
0)-Hausdorffness and to reserve the a-notation for properties of the a-
level space, in consistency with the first a-property as introduced in [1]. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. For any topological property P we shall say that a 
given fuzzy topological space X has a — P if and only if ca(X) has P. 

In the following theorem 4- (resp. — ) means that the corresponding 
property is (resp. is not) fulfilled by the corresponding space. 

THEOREM 4.1. The following table gives a list of a-properties which 
are either fulfilled or not fulfilled by R (/) and I (I). 

To 
Regular 
Normal 
Paracompact 
Compact 
Pseudocompact 
^--compact 
Locally compact 
2nd countable 
2nd category 
Baire 
Path connected 
Locally path connected 
Hyperconnected 
Ultraconnected 

a = 0 

— 
-
-
-
-
4-
+ 
4-
4-
+ 
+ 
+ 
4-
4-
-

«W 
0 < a < 
(1/2) 

— 
-
-
-
-
4-
+ 
4-
4-
-
-
+ 
+ 
4-
-

(1/2) 
Sa<\ 

— 
-

+ 
-
-
4-
+ 
4-
+ 
4-
+ 
4-
4-
-
+ 

0 < a < 
(1/2) 

— 
-
-
4-
4-
4-
+ 
4-
4-
4-
+ 
4-
+ 
4-
-

/ ( / ) 

(1/2) 
<>oc<\ 

— 
-
4-
4-
4-
4-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
4-
+ 
-
+ 

PROOF. That neither R(/) nor / (/) is a-T0 for any a e ìx follows from 
the fact that no ^-modification of an ct-level space reduces to that a-
level space, which in turn follows at once by easy verification. 

For all the remaining properties it follows from Proposition 2.2 that it is 
sufficient to verify them on the r0-modifications of the a-level spaces which 
in turn is equivalent, by Theorem 3.4 to verifying them on the spaces P*, 
Pu, Pl9 Du and Dv We shall leave this to the reader, and rather comment 
upon some consequences of Theorem 4.1. 

COMMENTS. (1) In [5] we introduced the notion of strong compactness 
meaning a-compact for all a e I±. If, as in Definition 4.1, we adopt this 
terminology for all topological properties then by simply looking at the 
table in Theorem 4.1 the reader can for himself formulate which strong 
properties are or are not fulfilled by R (/) and /(/). 

(2) It is known that both R (7) and /(/) are completely regular in the 
sense of [4]. Thus the entries at regular in the table of Theorem 4.1 gives us 
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Completely regular [4] j> a-completely regular for 
some a e / , 

or even stronger 

Completely regular [4] i> a-regdlar for some a e 71# 

(3) Analogously R (I) and /(/) are normal [9] in the sense of [4] and from 
Theorem 4.1, ci(R(I)) and ca(I(I.) are normal only if a e [1/2, 1[, thus 
we can formulate 

Normal [4] i> Strongly normal. 

(00, 00) ( -00, +00) (00, =0) 

FIG. 1 : P* FIG. 2:P t t 

(00, » ) 

( -00, -00) 

Recall that 
PI s aR(/))° 
P „ s « o ( R ( / ) ) ° i f O < a < 1/2 
Px ^cJJRiDY if 1/2 < a < 1 

FIG. 3: J \ 
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Remark moreover that ca(R (/)) and ca(I(I)) for a e [1/2, 1[ are normal 
only in the rather vacuous sense that no disjoint closed subsets exist. 

5. Final comments. In this section we point out how the previous results 
answer some open questions, we give some more consequences and we 
discuss the generalization of our technique to arbitrary lattices and to 
a*-level spaces. 

I. In [9] S. Rodabaugh asked a question as to the possibility of char
acterizing compact (in any sense) subspaces of R(7), using the a(ju, a)'s 
and b(/2, a)'s (i.e., the function cjja\). 

For a-compactness and strong compactness our results provide a 
positive answer. Indeed we have (from Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 3.4) 

THEOREM 5.1. X a R (/) is strong compact (resp. a-compact for some 
a e I{) if and only if</>a(X) is compact for each a e Ix (resp. <l>a(X) is com
pact). 

This produces some remarkable a-compact subspaces. To illustrate 
this without too much formalism we draw some pictures representing 
P*, Pu and Pi. 

A FEW EXAMPLES. (1) For all (a, b, a)eP* x {0} U ^ x ] 0 , l/2[ U 
Pi x [1/2, 1[ any subspace 

Y <= Xiatbta) ••={/! e R (/) | ai/*, a) è a, b ^ b(/i, a)} 

such that </>a(Y) = (l>a(X(atbf0C)) is a-compact (see Fig. 2). 
(2) Although R c R (/) is not 0-compact, remark that any translation 

of R over any element X G R CD\R is 0-compact ! Indeed by the fundamental 
identities [9] 

a(/i © A, a) = a(fji, a) + a(X, a) and b(ju © A, a) = b(ju, a) + b(k9 a) 

we have for any a e Ix (/>a(X © R) = (j)a(X) + 0a(R). For a_ = 0 (see Fig. 1) 
we thus see that <̂ 0(A © R) = R and thus that A © R = R as subspace of 

*o(R(/)). 

II. On the other hand for a e ]0, 1 [ we see that for any X e R (/), (/ja(X + 
R) ^ R (Fig. 3). This leads to the following remark, Card R(7) = c. 
Indeed from R <= R (/) we have ^ . Conversely since any fxeR (/) is 
completely determined by its values on Q 

R ( / ) • /<* 

P > (/* (q))qŒQ 

is an injection and ^ follows from Card 7Q = c*° = c. 
Now it can be shown (partly done in Proof of Theorem 3.1 (final part) 
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(A)) that for all (0, b, a)zPux ]0, I/2[ U Pi x [1/2, 1[: Card ^ ( f l , 6) = 
Card R (/). Thus if we take aeR+ and consider ( —a, a) + 0a(R), then 
by choosing each time one representative in each equivalence class we 
can write <fe\( — a, a) + < â(R)) as a disjoint union of c copies of R. 

Since there are also c choices for a e R + and all the spaces ( — a, a) + 
<pa(R) are mutually disjoint it follows that we can write ca(R(I)) as the 
disjoint union of c2 = c subspaces each of them homeomorphic to R, 
and this in c. cc = 2C different ways. 

III. Another remarkable feature is that for all a e [0, l/2[, 0a(R) is 
closed in Pa while for an a e [1/2, 1 [ it is dense. Thus analogously as in II 
there are c closed copies of R in ca(R(I)) for a e [ 0 , l/2[ and c dense 
copies of R in ca(R(I)) if a e [1/2, 1[. 

Obviously by simply checking the spaces Pa and Da the reader can 
draw many more interesting conclusions regarding a-properties of sub-
spaces of R (/). 

IV. We have restricted our attention to L = / for at least two reasons. 
(1) The unit interval is clearly the most important lattice in fuzzy set 

theory as a survey of the literature easily shows. 
(2) It is our experience that the unit interval as the underlying lattice 

usually permits a coherent development in which lattice-theoretic con
siderations do not obscure the topological questions. 

V. It is obvious that a*-analogue of our paper can be written without 
too much hardship. 

a*-level spaces were defined in [5] as follows. 
If (X, A) is a fuzzy topological space then c$(X) is the topological space 

(X, c*(A)) where c*(d) is generated by the basis {[Tl[a, 1] | ft e A). 
Instead of using the a{fi, a)'s and b(ft, a)'s simply use the a*(/u, a)'s 

and b*(jji, a)'s and proceed. 
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